
Dr. Stacy Feiner is an innovative psychologist nationally known for leveling-up the output of elite
performers and the complex systems they lead. Stacy's pro-growth, pro-health consulting process
ensures leaders solve emotionally-charged situations and move forward to increase enterprise value
and family harmony.

Curious about people’s lives and cultures, Stacy has lived in 8 US cities, traveled through 9 countries,
and worked in Asia for 2 years. Stacy is a trained Doctor of Psychology (PsyD) expert at helping
people grow emotionally and shape their best lives. These varied experiences broadened Stacy's
perspective giving her a competitive advantage in a world that is average and conventional. Stacy
facilitates family retreats, builds and develops boards, and improves the quality of critical
conversations for better and faster decisions.

Before dedicating her work to private enterprise, Stacy cut her teeth in corporate. At Merrill Lynch,
she coached financial advisors to scale their businesses and stay confident during volatile markets,
and studied the markets herself getting registered series 7. As an HR executive at Key Bank, Stacy
helped complete a billion dollar sell-side transaction. And alongside the Tax and Audit partners at
BDO, Stacy coached family businesses in all stages that were seeking growth but stalled by
unresolved conflicts and misalignment of goals.

Dr. Feiner founded her own firm, Feiner Enterprises, to introduce a completely new lens  to improve
the performance of privately owned companies, their team, family, and boards. Stacy's
unconventional approach, the Ecosystem of Excellence™ is a proven, science-backed process that
has helped hundreds of family business owners increase family harmony and enterprise value while
preparing the next generation of leaders. Stacy serves on the board of several middle-market
companies, a tech start up, and Goodwill of Cleveland.

Dr. Feiner published her first book, Talent Mindset: Building Bench Strength in 2015. Due out in 2023,
Dr. Feiner is publishing her next book, The Sixth Level, with several highly-accomplished co-authors
offering a psychologically based leadership model for a better future.
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